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WELCOME
After 5 months of hard work and dedication by the teams during workshops,
brainstorm sessions and co-creation with our partners, the finalists of the
TU/e Contest are ready to present the pitch of their lifetime.
Welcome to the Grand Finale of the TU/e Contest!
In collaboration with TU/e innovation Space, Soapbox and more than 40
business partners, the TU/e Contest challenges its students to turn their
dreams into reality.
This is the 8th edition of the TU/e Contest and the enthusiasm of participants
seems higher than ever before: in total, more than 300 students created
an account on our platform which resulted in over 60 projects entering the
contest.
These participants were able to chat with the coaches of our business partners
and receive feedback on their projects. A month into the contest, 40 of these
projects were selected to continue to the next round. They got the opportunity
to meet coaches during the Speed Date Event and to participate in workshops.
Shortly after, the Top 20 Teams were selected. The finalists have been working
hard the last couple of weeks to finalize their business idea and to perfect
their pitch. Today, they are going to battle each other for fantastic prizes. Who
will be the next winners of the TU/e Contest?
Share your TU/e Contest Grand Finale experience!
Follow us on social media and show us how you are watching the Grand Finale
by using the hashtag #TUeContest or by tagging us @tuecontest.

Isabelle Reymen
General Manager TU/e innovation Space
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PROGRAM
Below you can find the program of the Grand Finale. The visitors of the Network
Market and Show can vote for their favourite team. The team that receives the
most votes will be the winner of the Audience Award.
13:30 - 14:45

Network Market

15:00 - 17:00

Show of Grand Finale

17:00 - 18:00

Afterparty
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AWARDS

Ideation Award
€5.000,-

Prototyping Award
€5.000,-

Student Teams Award
€5.000,-

Audience Award
€1.500,-

4TU Impact Challenge
Wildcards

Impact Award
€5.000,-

ASML
Makers Award

Shell
Energy Transition Award

Vanderlande
Logistics Innovation
Award

Mikrocentrum
Boost your Tech Career Award
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JURY FOR CATEGORY AWARDS

Robert-Jan Smits
President Eindhoven
University of Technology
Chairman of the Jury

Paul Luehrmann
ASML
Director - Metrology Applications
Development

Koen van Agtmaal
Croonwolter&dros
Project Leader Technical
Automation and Information

Luuc Rutgers
Coen Hagedoorn Bouwgroep
Deputy Director Processes

Gert Guri
Eindhoven University of
Technology
Coordinator Education on
Entrepreneurial Learning

Umberto de Feo
EY
Program Director

Rogier Receveur
Medtronic
Senior Program Manager
Innovation and New Business
Generation

Bert-Jan Woertman
Mikrocentrum
Managing Director

Bart Hollants
Ministerie van Defensie
Innovation Strategist

Sjaak Spreeuw
Politie
Innovation Advisor

Wolter Kersbergen
PWC
Senior Manager
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Want to connect?
Click on the photos!

Ronald Udo
Rhenus Logistics
Managing Director

Els Kok
Thermo Fisher
Manager Research & Development

Minke Jansma
Transdev
HR Manager

Isabelle Reymen
TU/e innovation Space
General Manager

Bart Koppelmans
TU/e innovation Space
EC Opportunity Scout

Jeroen van Nistelrooij
Vanderlande
Executive Director Innovation

Daan Wouters
V.O. Patents & Trademarks
European and Dutch Patent
Attorney

Cees de Wijs
VolkerWessels
Chief Executive Officer Divisie
Infrastructuur

Guustaaf Savenije
VDL ETG
CEO
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CATEGORY IDEATION
Agrotrack
Genesis
METASEUM
Minus
Mitra
Scope
SHIFT

Clusters:

High Tech Systems
& Materials

Energy
Transition

Mobility

Chemics &
Materials

Finance &
Technology

Med Tech

Digital &
Internet

High Tech to Feed
the World

Built
Environment

AGROTRACK
The team
Perfect Yayra Gidisu, Wisdom Akakpo,
Abubakari Amadu

Clusters:

The challenge
Better access to credit leads to increased investment in production through
higher quality inputs and better tools. It has proven to improve farmers’
productivity and is considered one major prerequisite to helping smallholder
farmers and remote rural population groups escape the poverty trap. Yet,
smallholder farmers in Ghana, the majority of whom are women have very
limited or no access to this much-needed finance for their projects and
activities. Less than 14% of rural farmers in Ghana gain access to formal and
available credit. This adversely affects the profitability and sustainability of
their farming businesses.
The solution
AgroTrack seeks to bridge the financing gap by providing a platform where
financial institutions can obtain credible and verifiable data about smallholder
farmers for the purposes of mitigating the credit risk associated with lending
to these farmers.

Our profile

Vote
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GENESIS
The team
Žygimantas Krasauskas

Clusters:

The challenge
While global pollution and resource scarcity are rising, enterprises are trying to
find unique and efficient ways of production with the least amount of wasted
resources. This could become a real struggle for the business, knowing
how difficult and expensive it may be to become efficient while saving the
environment at the same time. Yet, what if we could both make companies
more profitable and save the environment at the same time? Introducing
Genesis. With the help of Genesis, agriculture dependent companies can
achieve ten times more efficient production rates while utilizing green energy
sources to produce most of the required energy.
The solution
Imagine an ecosystem under one roof that eliminates the need for soil and
allows us to grow plant based vegetation in a vapor based environment
while monitoring its growth at the same time. Moreover, with an advanced
automatization we eliminate human interference in the process of harvesting
and transporting of the plant to its next location. To summarize, we will set
up an AI driven vertical farm infrastructure. We will also integrate surveillance
and automatisation systems into it and power the whole system with the use
of renewable energy. And all of will be done in a single container farm.

Our profile

Vote
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METASEUM
The team
Dylan van Oosterhout, Martijn van Schaik, Daniel
Manasescu

Clusters:

The challenge
Museums have been operating the same way for the last centuries. WHY?
Because of the lack of innovation and digitalization, lack of communication
between museums, and the lack of open-mindedness.
The solution
Metaseum is a metaverse (virtual world) where anyone can experience
museums from the comfort of their home and where collectors can get
museum-related NFTs. Museum organizations will have the chance to be part
of an exclusive network and innovative space to take their business to the
next level. — Founded by Broken Egg, a company specializing in blockchain
solutions without limits.

Our profile

Vote
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MINUS
The team
Anton Presura, Andrei Marcu

Clusters:

The challenge
Information overload is a problem that is commonly overlooked where the
volume of information intake exceeds the information processing capacity of
an individual. this can lead to negative adverse effects such as concentration
issues, mental fatigue and other problems.
The solution
Our solution is an overlay for digital agendas that displays the estimated
information density per activity. by summing up the values it can give an
overview of the most information-pact days. based on this, the tool then
suggest the rescheduling or substitution of certain activities in order to not
exceed the recommended threshold of information intake.

Our profile

Vote
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MITRA
The team
Dhawni Swami, Lisa Verhoeven

Clusters:

The challenge
Currently, we are living with a cure based healthcare system, i.e., treatment of
the symptoms instead of the cause. Costs are rising on a yearly basis and more
people suffer from lifestyle diseases. Whereas, in a preventive based system,
the aim is early diagnosis and preventing disease. Lifestyle, diet and early
diagnosis have a big influence on the biggest causes of death (heart diseases
and cancer). Next to extending the health and life span of individuals, a
preventive system also reduces healthcare costs. A U.S. study estimates the
national cost savings from early diagnosis at $26 billion per year.
The solution
Our solution is to create the first step towards a preventive based healthcare
system, with the help of an algorithm to improve the use of smartwatches. By
using the already collected data by your smartwatch (which includes sleep
time, screentime, heart rate, stress level, steps taken/exercise etc) that is not
being used to its full potential, Mitra will detect diseases in their early stages
by analyzing that data and giving a risk profile early on to the user.

Our profile

Vote
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SCOPE
The team
Yasmin Rettab

Clusters:

The challenge
The intern recruitment process is extremely costly, time consuming and
inefficient. Finding the right candidate match is thus more difficult than
it needs to be. Conventional platforms like LinkedIn also lack in their clickconversion rates, and are intimidating to university students.
The solution
Scope is a multi-sided campus-based platform that streamlines companies’
intern recruitment processes by reducing costs, saving time and enabling
accurate matches. It is also easily accessible for students to scope out
internship opportunities, helping them better organize their university
experience to reach their career goals.

Our profile

Vote
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SHIFT
The team
Ivo van der Peet, Rik Schutte, Jorrit Rijk,
Simon Wijntjes, Marijn Stijvers, Jose Noronha,
Maarten van den Elshout

Clusters:

The challenge
Have you ever seen a wind turbine not moving on a windy day? Currently,
renewable energy sources are not used to their full potential. This is caused by
an offset in energy demand and energy production. When demand is low, even
if it is very windy outside, wind turbines are turned off in order to prevent net
congestion (not good). When demand is high, we cannot rely on sustainable
energy sources, because it’s not always windy or sunny. The challenge is to
find a way to store and transport sustainable energy effectively and reliably.
The solution
Green hydrogen is an effective, carbon-free energy carrier. It can be used to
store excess sustainable energy, which can then be used e.g. as green fuel
and for chemical processes. Additionally, it can be turned back into electricity
when needed. The solution to the mismatch of supply and demand is to store
green energy as hydrogen during peak production and convert it back during
an energy deficit. On top of that, net congestion is prevented by relieving the
strain on the electricity grid.

Our profile

Vote
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CATEGORY PROTOTYPING
Better/e
E-Braille
InCharge
MultiRotorResearch
PAKT
Palbum
XR Designer

Clusters:

High Tech Systems
& Materials

Energy
Transition

Mobility

Chemics &
Materials

Finance &
Technology

Med Tech

Digital &
Internet

High Tech to Feed
the World

Built
Environment

BETTER/E
The team
Kristo Milva, Alexandra Vācaru, Erik Nijkamp,
Paulius Volčokas, Goof Roelands, Anne Floor den Ouden

Clusters:

The challenge
In the current days, the shift towards renewables from fossil fuels is gaining
more and more traction. Solar and wind energy is of particular interest since
they do not require very specific geographic and landscape conditions, unlike
hydro or geothermal energy. However, the key issue with the former two is
the high intermittency. The day and night cycles in addition to the weather
patterns mean that at some periods the demand is not going to be met and
at others, the grid will be overloaded. Therefore, some type of seasonal and
short-term grid balancing is needed..
The solution
The most effective way of balancing the supply and demand of energy is,
of course, batteries. Currently, the most popular type of battery is lithiumion; however, they are not suitable for large-scale applications due to their
high price. Redox-flow batteries, on the other hand, can be easily scaled up
and are fairly unexplored, especially the chemistry behind them. Using iron
as the main component of the electrolyte, redox-flow batteries can become
significantly cheaper per kWh than lithium-ion batteries and safer at the same
time. Consequently, redox-flow batteries could become the bridge to the fully
renewable future.
Our profile

Vote
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E-BRAILLE
The team
Mahmoud Elkady, Yahya Solman, Matan Neumark,
Sam Fiers

Clusters:

The challenge
In the US alone, more than 90 percent of the blind population is Braille illiterate.
This not only limits these people in their daily lives, but poses a huge threat
of wasted human potential due to illiteracy. Since we beleive that “literacy is a
bridge from misery to hope,” a solution to this problem is of utter importance.
In addition, the visually impaired are limited by not being able to read Braille
in a foreign language and have no tools available to overcome this. Therefore,
their independence is limited when traveling abroad. Examples: Inability to
read signs, inability to read descriptions in museums, exhibitions, or tourist
destinations.
The solution
The E-Braille is a handheld device that captures and recognizes braille and
translates it into spoken speech of any language. Helping the community of
braille illiterates and visually impaired explorers. The E-Braille strives to work
as a learning tool to help eliminate braille illiteracy worldwide. By swiping
the E-Braille device against a surface with braille and while connected to the
mobile application, the user is able to hear the phrases captured in real-time.
This is particularly useful for users who have newly been diagnosed, and are
not familiar with braille yet.
Our profile

Vote
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INCHARGE
The team
Jon Alamgro Aranguren, Koen Verdurmen,
Marwan Magdy Ahmed Helmy Abdelraouf,
Mikey Gustavsson, Karim Mahmoud, Erik Eifel,
Tudor Pioara, Jesse Smeets

Clusters:

The challenge
Electric vehicles play an important role in the energy transition since they do
not emit greenhouse gasses and can be fueled by renewable energy sources.
These are becoming more and more popular, for instance, nowadays they
make up 3% of the automobile market and the projected usage of these is
supposed to increase to 10% by 2025, to 28% by 2030 and to 58% in 2040.
However, there are many reasons why people are still hesitant on using electric
vehicles as transport. Research shows that, besides the costs of an EV, the
biggest reasons for consumers to not buy an EV are the driving range, the lack
of charging places and the time it takes to recharge. These disadvantages can
all be effectively solved by using dynamic wireless charging.
The solution
Dynamic wireless charging is the concept of charging electric vehicles while
they are in motion. This can be achieved by using coils in both the vehicle
and the road itself. The vehicle is charged by electromagnetic inductance. This
means that when the coils align, the electrical current that passes through
the coil in the road, or secondary coil, generates a magnetic field that passes
through the coil in the car or primary coil; therefore, inducing a current in the
vehicle that charges the battery of that vehicle.
Our profile

Vote
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MULTIROTORRESEARCH
The team
Sieuwe Elferink

Clusters:

The challenge
Drones have become very popular in the last years as toys and for photography.
However they could also be very useful for industrial applications. But currently
their adoption in industrial fields is lacking behind. This is because every
drone needs a pilot to operate. This pilot is expensive and can’t work 24/7.
This makes it for example impossible for scheduled on location inspections.
For example a farmer cant automatically get a report on his crops every day.
Or a large manufacturing plant cant automatically inspect its machines every
few hours. Besides inspections, drones could also be used to automatically
monitor a specific area like a harbor for suspicious behavior. This can help
security teams find criminals easier.
The solution
In order to solve these problems we are going to remove the pilot to make
drones autonomous. But this is not a easy task. What we do different compared
to everyone else is that we use a unique end-2-end Machine Learning based
approach. Our model is trained on real life human flying behavior making it fly
just as humans. This will make our system more reliable which is important in
industrial applications.

Our profile

Vote
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PAKT
The team
Anne van der Horst, Thijs Wester, Mees Salomons,
Peter Verweij

Clusters:

The challenge
Humanity has become impressively good at transporting goods as fast and as
efficient (read: as cheap) as possible from A to B. To protect the goods and
to simplify the logistics, packaging is used. A lot of packaging. According to
Milieu Centraal, an average Dutch person opens 7 of them every day! However,
getting the packaging back from B to A is an unsolved problem. As a result,
the vast majority is currently either downgraded during recycling or worse:
burned/landfilled. This is a waste of material and energy!
The solution
Reusable packaging emits significantly less CO2 compared to single-use
packaging. Therefore, PAKT is developing new logistic models that enable all
consumer packaging to be reusable and increase the collection percentages.
We focus on three fields: 1) collection 2) handling 3) centralized sorting &
cleaning. Using the latest technology in artificial Intelligence and robotics,
reusable packaging becomes economically competitive as well. As a start, we
focus on glass packaging.

Our profile

Vote
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PALBUM
The team
Teun Kortekaas, Annika Schavemaker, Dio Ijsseldijk

Clusters:

The challenge
How often have you been to a party where a ton of group photos were taken,
but you never found any of them back? After an event (party/festival/holiday/
Christmas dinner/etc.) it can be troublesome to find all the pictures you are
on. Maybe you don’t have the contact details of that photographer who took
that good looking pic for you. Even if you know who to approach, people often
share the (compressed) pictures long after the event and use different media
to do so. This way, you are not just missing out on a good photo, but on a good
memory.
The solution
Palbum offers a mobile application in which, via a highly customizable profile,
all adventures can be collected and shared. One of Palbum’s USPs is the use
of QR-codes during events, enabling the photographer and visitors to directly
access and upload related pictures by scanning the QR-code. It is also possible
to create groups with friends, to share the photos of your weekly parties! In
this way, all pictures will be organized by group and event, allowing the user
to refer to these pictures on their profile to create a personal collection of
selected memories. Privacy and convenience are imperative here.

Our profile

Vote
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XR DESIGNER
The team
Arjo Nagelhout

Clusters:

The challenge
Designers, architects and urban planners greatly benefit from being able to
visualise and work on their designs in a real-world context using augmented
reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR); Imagine being able to walk through a city
street and seeing how the design will fit in that specific environment and how
it looks with real people walking through it. This information could then be
used by the designer to directly work on and improve the design, on location.
However, existing software products focus on just visualising final designs, or
designing in a virtual environment without the real-world context..
The solution
We are developing an MVP of our design application for iPad and AR capable
Android tablets, with the aim to expand to other XR platforms as the Meta
Quest and Varjo XR-3. The application aims for seamless integration with
existing design workflows and will contain a comprehensive toolset for
working on designs in augmented reality. The application is developed using
Unity, enabling rapid cross-platform XR development.

Our profile

Vote
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CATEGORY STUDENT TEAMS
IGEM TU Eindhoven
SOLID
T.E.S.T. 2022
Team Daedalus
Team Polar
TU/ecomotive

Clusters:

High Tech Systems
& Materials

Energy
Transition

Mobility

Chemics &
Materials

Finance &
Technology

Med Tech

Digital &
Internet

High Tech to Feed
the World

Built
Environment

IGEM TU EINDHOVEN
The team
Wouter Langer, Elisa Passet, Femi Hesen,
Floor van Boxtel, Famke Klop, Jolien Marcelis,
Jakob Scheele, Kim Wintraecken, Rian Driedijk

Clusters:

The challenge
Currently, there are more than 80 different autoimmune diseases that affect
nearly 4% of the world’s population. All of them have in common that the
patient’s immune system is attacking healthy cells. AAV is such autoimmune
disease affecting one in 8000 people with a 5-year survival rate of 60-97%
(depending on the type of AAV). The disease is characterized by inflammation
and necrosis of blood vessels, and when untreated affects underlying organs.
Currently, there are no treatments against AAV, but symptones can be treated
with immunosuppressors to lengthen the lives of patients. The drawback of
these suppressors is that they suppress the total immune response of patients
which makes them very prone to other diseases.
The solution
With iGEM TU Eindhoven we design a cell-based treatment for autoimmune
diseases, starting with the application on ANCA-associated vasculitis (AAV).
Our cell-based therapy is based on the Generalized Extracellular Molecule
Sensor (GEMS) system, positioned into the cellular wall of our therapy cells.
This designed system allows the coupling of ANCA, the disease-associated
molecules, floating around the cell. The coupling of such autoantibodies can
enable a response within the cell which forms IL-10 (an anti-inflammatory
molecule). As a result, local expression of IL-10 by the cells suppresses the
autoimmune response of AAV. The ability to make the GEMS system specific
for different disease-associated molecules, makes this treatment promising to
be applicable for multiple autoimmune diseases.
Our profile

Vote
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SOLID
The team
Clusters:
Tijn van der Zwan, Ellen Meijerink, Lex Kuijpers,
Myrna Bierman, Nick Hol, Hilde Lucassen,
Chike Iweajunwa, Pauline Fonteijn, Julia van Wijgaarden,
Tijn van Rooij, William Lee, Mandie Klessens, Fenne Peeters, Casper Poot,
Adam Szeidovitz, Willem Verheijen, Stijn van Aken, Romaine van Veldhuisen,
Martin Sell, Floris Staats, Jenifer Matondo
The challenge
In realizing the energy transition, new sustainable energy carriers are needed.
Hydrogen has emerged as an important candidate. Hydrogen can be generated
with sustainable energy and can be widely applied, for example, in industry,
mobility and heating of homes. Hydrogen has great potential as a sustainable
energy carrier. Storing & transporting hydrogen, however, is complicated.
It is a flammable and light gas must be stored under high pressure or in an
inefficient liquid form. It can cause hydrogen attack, and storage takes up a lot
of space. Therefore, hydrogen storage also becomes expensive.
The solution
SOLID proposes a revolutionary way to store hydrogen: Iron-Based Hydrogen
Storage (IRHYS). By making use of steam and iron, hydrogen can be created
with the only byproduct being rust and heat. By regenerating the rust with
hydrogen, a completely circular, compact, safe and energy efficient hydrogen
storage method is created. This academic year, SOLID is developing one
critical part of the entire IRHYS value chain: “Extracting” hydrogen from the
iron and steam. This is the Steam Iron step. A world’s first proof-of-concept
installation able to produce 1 kg H2 per cycle will be built, highlighting the
potential of the technology.

Our profile

Vote
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T.E.S.T. 2022
The team
Lars Daenen, Naud van Rosmalen, Marcus Vroemen,
Dennis Brink, Manon Holsappel, Britte Treure, Bram
Boerenkamp, Bram Arts, Laurian de Vries

Clusters:

The challenge
Sepsis is a form of acute inflammation; severe cases result in permanent
damage to organs or even death. With sepsis the body’s response to an
infection is too severe which damages the body itself. Every year, sepsis
causes the death of 11 million people worldwide and affects many more.
Sepsis is treatable with antibiotics, but it is hard to diagnose early on. Every
hour that treatment is given earlier impacts the survival chances of patients.
The early diagnosis is hard because symptoms of sepsis are not specific and
can vary a lot person to person.
The solution
T.E.S.T. 2022 is going to develop a rapid and easy-to-use biosensor that can
detect and quantify biomarkers for sepsis from a blood sample. The biosensor
will a multiplex assay in which multiple markers will be included to give a more
reliable and insightful diagnosis. Our aim is to produce a test that can give a
result within 5 minutes. This result will be a concentration of each biomarker
and a class which indicates the severity of the measured concentrations. This
test will aid in early detection making early treatment more achievable.
Our profile

Vote
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TEAM DAEDALUS
The team
Daniel Riechmann Mendez, Jeol Fushekati,
Marco Antonio Barreto, Adit Nerurkar,
Carl de Liedekerke Beaufort, Banda Norimarna,
Stefan Geerts, Ion Kolkhuis Tanke, Nart Gashi,
Felipe Franco Bucci Cintra, Stefan Rodrigues

Clusters:

The challenge
Infrastructure is a cornerstone of modern-day society; powerlines, pipelines
and railways are essential in how our world works. For decades, construction
companies have struggled with poor coordination, limited capabilities and
high costs. To counter this, and in an effort to consolidate public safety,
companies and governments will have to expand their current infrastructure
monitoring operations, as well as erect new networks. Currently, infrastructure
is inspected manually by on-site ground teams, and aerial surveillance is
provided by helicopters, an incredibly expensive option. This issue can also
be found in humanitarian crises such as the Mediterranean crisis, forest fires
and poaching. Where NGOs lack the funds to survey large swaths of areas over
which these crises occur.
The solution
Our solution is a solar-powered autonomous aerial vehicle (AAV). This device
shall be capable of sustained flight - able to operate during night and day
for prolonged periods of time. ETH Zurich set a precedent for this with their
AtlantikSolar project, which set a world record of 81 consecutive hours of
flight time. Our design would not aim to break the record, instead, it would
focus on establishing a middle ground between endurance flight and practical
applicability by housing an onboard optical surveillance system. This optical
suite, paired with an onboard AI system, will autonomously detect situations
the drone is tasked to search for.
Our profile

Vote
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TEAM POLAR
The team
Clusters:
Radu Lucian Radulescu, Leander d’Mello,
Thom Copier, Amin Mimoun Bourass, Niek Boksebeld,
Oscar Mannens, Laurenz Edelmann, Jonathan Beiboer,
Lianne Tuin, Marijn Nicolai, Nikolett Marton, Horea Breazu, Ewout Hulscher,
Ioana Stefanescu, Emil Mitrandzhakov, Febe Nadisa, Jord Sieben,
Radu Barbulescu, Jet Rutten
The challenge
Unfortunately, researchers are currently constrained by the limited technology
available on their vehicles. Those use fossil fuel, namely kerosene and they
require human-input which means that food and water have to be transported.
These, coupled with the long traveling distances, mount to great pollution and
greatly increased cost. Moreover, driving in Antarctica is particularly dangerous
as glaciers move frequently and the vehicles might fall in huge holes if not
driven with caution.
The solution
We remove the internal combustion engine, we take the human-factor out
of the vehicle and instead, we use solar panels to power the engine and we
use sensors and artificial intelligence for autonomous control. Thus, we use
the continuous energy provided by the sun and self-driving capabilities to
massively reduce the costs of traveling, while using a sustainable approach.
Those solutions are implemented in the form of an Antarctic rover that can
resist in the hostile environment of the Southern Pole.
Our profile

Vote
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TU/ECOMOTIVE
The team
Nikki Okkels, Jop van Aken, Louise de Laat

Clusters:

The challenge
The transportation sector accounts for around one fifth of the global carbon
dioxide emissions. Road transport alone even accounts for 15% of the total
CO2 emissions. With the European Green Deal deadline set and the EU
wanting to be the first climate neutral continent by 2050, improving in the
sector that emits the most CO2 is a logical step for us. Let’s shape the future
of sustainable mobility together!
The solution
TU/ecomotive has designed six cars already and is currently working on their
seventh car. With a modular car (Nova), a bio-based car (Noah) and our most
recent car Luca that has been made fully out of waste we already have a rich
history of concept cars with a strong message. This year we have a new goal
- making world’s first CO2 neutral car from scratch. We will reach this goal by
tracking CO2 emissions during the production, the driving and the after-life
of the car. If only 35 students can achieve this within a year, why is a big
company like Tesla not able to do this yet?

Our profile

Vote
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PARTNERS NETWORK &
COACHES
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STRATEGIC PARTNERS

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
About us
We are the Ministry of Defence. We are indispensable in a world of turmoil.
We protect all that we as a nation cherish. We fight for a world of freedom and
security, because we believe that everyone has the right to live in such a world.
This is our mission, and it’s also the reason we participate in missions. We
cannot do this alone. We do our job shoulder to shoulder with allies within the
Netherlands and abroad. We help each other. Together, we carry out missions
professionally, united by the same mission.
Our coach
» Bart Hollants - Innovation Strategist
Our profile
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ASML
About us
We make machines that make chips; the hearts of the devices that keep us
informed, entertained and safe. Devices that improve our quality of life and
help to tackle the world’s toughest problems. We build some of the most
amazing machines that you will ever see, and the software to run them. Never
satisfied, we measure our performance in units that begin with pico or nano.
Our coaches
» Alejandra Ortegaordonez - Senior Communication Specialist
» Floris Bouwmans - Main Delivery Owner
» Victoria Bolotina- Learning and development professional
Our profile
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IMPACT PARTNERS

EY
About us
EY exists to build a better working world, helping create long-term value for
clients, people and society and build trust in the capital markets. Enabled
by data and technology, diverse EY teams in over 150 countries provide trust
through assurance and help clients grow, transform and operate.
Working across assurance, consulting, law, strategy, tax and transactions, EY
teams ask better questions to find new answers for the complex issues facing
our world today.
Our coaches
» Bas Pelk – Tax Manager
» Matthijs Gerrietsen – Senior Manager Digital Transformation & Innovation
» Ana Godjevac – Senior Manager
» Sereeparp Anantavrasilp – Coach
» Rebecca Soares Pereira – Marketing & Communication
» Erwin Reinders – Senior Manager
» Nienke de Jong – Manager Data Science Consultant
Our profile
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RHENUS LOGISTICS
About us
We look ahead so that your logistics continue to make a value contribution in
the future.
Knowing today what will be in demand tomorrow: As your international logistics
service provider with a global network, we not only offer you standardised
solutions, but also put together individual logistics products to meet the
specific requirements of your supply chain.
From automotive to contract logistics, warehousing, outsourcing, planning
and customs clearance, you will always find the right solution with the Rhenus
Group.
Our coaches
» Joost Brummelhuis – Innovation Lead
» Victor Aguayo – Manager Applications & Development
» Ruth van den Elzen – Logistics Engineer
» Maurice Meijers – Manager Data Solutions
» Ellen Visser -Marketing & Communications Manager
Our profile
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PROVINCIE NOORD
BRABANT
About us
The Province of Noord-Brabant represents the administrative layer between
the national government and the local municipalities. The provincial
administration takes initiatives on an economic, social and cultural level and
coordinates actions. The provincial administration of Brabant is primarily
concerned with: Spatial development, Accessibility and mobility for the region,
Regional economic policy and Culture and regional identity.
Our coach
» Koen Wilsing – Policy advisor labor market
Our profile

POLITIE
About us
The police protects democracy, enforces the law and is the authority on
the street. Where necessary, the police offer a helping hand. In emergency
situations, it intervenes forcefully. If necessary with violence, if necessary with
a risk to one’s own life. The police work actively with citizens and partners. She
has an eye for what is going on in society. The police are there for everyone.
Our coaches
» Sjaak Spreeuw – Generalist GGP
» Mark Wiebes – Innovation manager
» Gerard ten Buuren – Technology Advisor
Our profile
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VOLKERWESSELS
About us
Safety is essential to us. After all, we want to go home safe and sound at the
end of the working day. Besides that safety is in our DNA and we are often
very aware of the risks in our work, the rules and values of our safety program
‘WAVE’ keep our people extra alert and secure. We apply these rules together
and we also comply with them. This also applies to our temporary workers and
subcontractors. Safety is part of everything we do, it’s our way of working: We
work safely or we don’t work.
Our coaches
» Tom Jansen – Sustainability Coordinator
» Annette Frijns – Marketing Director
» Patrick Koen – Technology Portfolio Director
Our profile

VANDERLANDE
About us
Vanderlande is the global market leader for future-proof logistic process
automation at airports. The company is also a leading supplier of process
automation solutions for warehouses and in the parcel market.
Our coach
» Bas Coenen – Innovation Manager
Our profile
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CROONWOLTER&DROS
About us
For more than 140 years Croonwolter&dros has been in the vanguard of new
developments. Also in this day and age, where electrical and mechanical
engineering is increasingly important, we stimulate new technical
developments. We have the knowledge, experience and the workmanship to
create intelligent systems and integrated sustainable solutions, to develop
them further, implement, maintain and manage them.
The challenges you are working with can help society to be more sustainable,
safe, secure and innovative. With this knowledge we can get to new solutions.
Do you have a ground-breaking innovative.
Our coaches
» Teake Bruinsma – Manager Industrial IT
» Werner van der Laan – General manager
» Dick Penninkhof – Technical manager
Our profile
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V.O. PATENTS &
TRADEMARKS
About us
V.O. Patents & Trademarks is one of the larger service providers in Europe
on Intellectual Property. More than 60 attorneys support clients to maximize
the value of their intellectual property. We have wide expertise and many
years of experience in Chemistry, Life Sciences, Engineering and Hightech &
Electronics. Our clients range from tech starters to multinationals. With ten
offices in the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany, we operate in a global
network of professionals.
Our coaches
» Daan Wouters – European and Dutch Patent Attorney
» Raimondo Cau – Patent Attorney Trainee
» Teun van den Heuvel – Patent Attorney Trainee
» Tamara Idema - Patent Attorney Trainee
Our profile

PWC
About us
At PwC in the Netherlands, about 4,800 people work together from twelve
offices. PwC Netherlands helps organizations and individuals create the
value they’re looking for. We’re a member of the PwC network of firms in 158
countries with more than 236,000 people. We’re committed to delivering
quality in assurance, tax and advisory services.
Our coaches
» Brigitte Bekenkamp - Campusrecruiter
» Marloes Elbert - Head of Talent Acquisition
Our profile
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COEN HAGEDOORN
BOUWGROEP
About us
We are a family business with short lines of communication and employees
with a passion for construction. Employees who go the extra mile to deliver
work that we can be proud of.
Coen Hagedoorn Bouwgroep consists of small-scale establishments. This way
we arrange it quickly and personally. We like that work. We are located locally.
We work with people from the region and are involved in the neighborhoods in
which we work. We share knowledge and experiences. And what we learn from
one client, we apply to another. To ensure good, healthy and affordable homes
together with the client, co-makers and suppliers. And satisfied residents.
Our coaches
» Luuc Rutgers – Deputy Director Processes
» Koen Sanders - Plan developer
» Inka Thoen - Architect
» Sam Verhage – Junior Project Coordinator
Our profile
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THERMO FISCHER
SCIENTIFIC
About us
Thermo Fisher Scientific’s Materials & Structural Analysis Division (MSD)
supplies innovative solutions for microscopy and microanalysis. We provide
SEMs, TEMs, and DualBeam™ FIB-SEMs combined with advanced software
suites to take customers from questions to usable data by combining highresolution imaging with physical, elemental, chemical, and electrical analysis
across scales and modes—through the broadest sample types.
Our coaches
» Hana Schlorova – Program Manager Material
» Sacha Massop – Prodcut Quality Assurence Engineer
Our profile

MEDTRONIC
About us
Medtronic leads global healthcare technology and boldly attacks the most
challenging health problems facing humanity by searching out and finding
solutions.
We partner with health systems and providers to combine our capabilities with
their expertise to achieve the best outcomes.
Our coach
» Rogier Receveur - Senior Program Manager Innovation and New Business
Generation
Our profile
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BRABANTSE
ONTWIKKELINGS
MAATSCHAPPIJ (BOM)
About us
Entrepreneurship is the driver for change. From sustainable food, a
healthy future, climate neutral energy to the development of promising key
technologies. The Brabant Development Company (BOM) ensures that startups which contribute to this, with the right support and financing, get off to
a flying start and can let their ideas grow into scale-ups. We also ensure that
companies with internationalization ambitions can achieve their goals. Every
year, the BOM realizes an impact together with dozens of companies. The BOM
is an implementing body of the Province of Noord-Brabant and the Ministry of
Economic Affairs & Climate.
Our coach
» Jonathan Fajardo Cortes – Investment Manager
Our profile

TRANSDEV
About us
Because moving is essential to meet, work... or simply to live, at Transdev we
empower freedom to move every day thanks to safe, reliable and innovative
solutions that serve the common good. In the Netherlands, we provide
ambulance transport, cab transport and public transport by bus, train and
autonomous vehicles. We are actively involved in the energy transition and
bridging the social divide in 17 countries. We connect people & communities
and provide solutions tailored to our customers’ needs.
Our coach
» Minke Jansma- Manager HR
Our profile
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VDL
About us
VDL Groep is an international industrial family-owned company with more than
100 operating companies spread over 20 countries with approximately 15,000
employees. At VDL we believe that technology helps improve our lives and
society. In the worlds of Mobility, Energy & Sustainability, Science, Technology
& Health, Infratech and Foodtech, we develop and produce a wide variety of
industrial and innovative products and machines, from parts to end products.
Whether this is for the semiconductor industry, e-mobility and battery
technologies or for improving our production processes.
We focus our innovations on the hightech systems, mobility and energy
markets. Creativity, cooperation, entrepreneurship and craftsmanship are the
keywords here. Characteristics that fit perfectly with contestants of the TU/e
Contest. We are interested in your ideas and happy to help you get going!
Our coaches
» Ton Peijnenburg - Chief Technical Officer VDL
» Ellen Op Heij - Corporate Recruiter
» Bob van Ninhuijs - Electric and magnetic domain architect
» Bas Arts - Mechanical System Architect
» Sander van Zundert - Mechatronics Design Engineer
» Branislav Stojanovic - Software Engineer E-mobility
» Anouk Hol - Product Manager Public Transport
Our profile
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BUSINESS+ PARTNERS

NEWAYS
About us
The operations of Neways cover the full lifecycle of professional electronics
in the business to business segment, from the initial idea to development
and production, repairs and service. As System Innovator and international
one-stop-provider in the Electronic Manufacturing Services (EMS) market,
we support global players in the manufacturing industry, Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs) and their first-tier suppliers with tailored solutions for
product lifecycle management of advanced electronic applications. We do
this for electronic components, assemblies and for fully integrated (box build)
operating systems.
Neways focuses on four market sectors: Automotive, Medical, Industrial and
Semiconductor. The balanced spread across these selected market sectors
reduces sensitivity to cyclical fluctuations within certain parts of the EMS
market.
Our coach
» Dennis Stollman – Senior Designer
Our profile
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WÄRTILÄ
About us
Wärtsilä is a global leader in innovative technologies and lifecycle solutions
for the marine and energy markets. We emphasise innovation in sustainable
technology and services to help our customers continuously improve their
environmental and economic performance. Our dedicated and passionate
team of 17,000 professionals in more than 200 locations in 68 countries shape
the decarbonisation transformation of our industries across the globe.
Our coaches
» Jeanette Nohl – Project manager
» Berend de Bot – General Manager Project Delivery
Our profile

VOGTEN STAAL
About us
We stand for quality and flexibility in sheet steel and slitted steel at very
competitive prices. Vogten Staal BV in Maastricht is part of a group of
companies consisting primarily of steel-orientated firms. Our main activity is
trading in sheet steel and slitted steel, produced within our own company. In
addition, contracted-out processing is offered as a service to customers who
supply their own material in order to have one or more operations carried out
on the material.
Our coach
» Jack Papen – Director/Owner
Our profile
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ORGANON
About us
At Organon, we are here for her health. Our goal is to be the leading women’s
health company in the world by focusing on women’s everyday health needs.
Organon started almost a hundred years ago as a pharmaceutical company.
The roots in the birthplace of Oss (NL) are still there, but the new Organon
is different. We put women at the center of everything we do. Our impact will
go beyond medicines, contraception and fertility treatments, as we can do so
much more for women and their health.
Our coaches
» Stan van Hastenberg – Operations Director NuvaRing
» Harm Veenstra – Director Technical Operations
» Predrag Tasic – Pharmaceutical Process Engineer
Our profile

SHELL
About us
We are a global group of energy and petrochemical companies with more than
80,000 employees in more than 70 countries. We use advanced technologies
and take an innovative approach to help build a sustainable energy future.
Our coaches
» Wouter Meiring – Innovation manager
» Peter Klusener – Senior process development chemist
Our profile
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SITECH
About us
Although Sitech Services today occupies a unique pioneering position in the
market, the company is yet ten years old. Sitech Services was set up in 2008
from several DSM departments that provided on-site services. Ever since
then, our teams of specialists have worked closely together, using their vast
knowledge and experience of the process industry to serve the best interests
of the customer.
Our aim is to help our clients in the process industry move up to the next level.
As a genuine ‘integrator’, we will achieve this not by operating from separate
units, but by ensuring that everything works together in perfect harmony
within a fully data-driven environment.
Our coaches
» Marjolein Beckers – Recruiter
» Pieter Meijers – Sustainability Consultant
Our profile
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CUSHMAN &
WAKEFIELD
About us
Cushman & Wakefield (NYSE: CWK) is a leading global real estate services firm
that delivers exceptional value for real estate occupiers and owners. Cushman
& Wakefield is among the largest real estate services firms with approximately
50,000 employees in over 400 offices and 60 countries. In 2021, the firm had
revenue of $9.4 billion across core services of property, facilities and project
management, leasing, capital markets, valuation and other services.
Our coaches
» Maaike Beke – Head of Marketing Communications
» Thijs van den Brink – Senior Consultant – Real Estate Strategy &
Innovation
Our profile

EQUANS
About us
EQUANS is a technical services and sustainable energy supply company that
leads in sustainable change. We help companies, institutions and consumers
with smart innovative technical and digital solutions, integrated sustainable
area development, energy-efficient smart building solutions, sustainable
mobility solutions and the reliable generation and supply of green energy.
Our coach
» Sanne Buisman – Business Developer
Our profile
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AALBERTS
About us
Aalberts advanced mechatronics is part of the stocklisted company Aalberts.
Since the inception in 1975, Aalberts is where technology matters and real
progress can be made - humanly, financially and environmentally.
Aalberts advanced mechatronics helps high-tech customers to address their
technology roadmap and manufacturing challenges, from concept design to
series production. Early involvement is key to our mission; strengthening our
customers’ competitive advantage by delivering future-proof technological
solutions.
Our coaches
» Arie-Jan van Berkum – Talent Acquisition Project Manager
» Eli Vanquaille – Development Engineer
Our profile
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TMC
About us
TMC is a unique collection of self-starting, highly skilled and almost selfemployed technical professionals. Our unparalleled Employeneurship model
offers engineers from all backgrounds the comforts of employment and the
opportunities of entrepreneurship. This makes for a challenging, stimulating
environment that you are welcome to explore. The term Employeneurship might
sound unfamiliar. It’s because we invented it. Basically Employeneurship
is about thinking and acting like an entrepreneur, with the security of
employment. But more than anything, it is a guarantee for continuous
development and the opportunity to really be responsible for the direction of
your career. Our Employeneurship model is based on 5 principles: a long-term
working-relationship, individual profit sharing business cells, YOUniversity
and The Entrepreneurial Lab.
Our coaches
» Giudo Lensen – Business Manager Chemical
» Sander Winters – Systemic Coach/Process Engineer
» Nelleke van der Haar – Business Manager
Our profile
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ROYAL DUTCH VISIO
About us
Royal Dutch Visio is a centre of expertise in the field of research, advice, daily
life, rehabilitation and education for visually impaired and blind people (with
additional auditory, intellectual and/or physical disabilities).
The mindset at Visio is that opportunities are always possible.
#meedoenmogelijkmaken. We provide regular solutions where possible,
special ones when necessary. In addition to education, rehabilitation and
daily life activities, Visio carries out various projects to optimize accessibility
and focus on possibilities. The end user is always part of the project, as a team
member, tester and/or developer.
Our coach
» Wendy Voorn – Project leader innovation
Our profile
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THE ART GROUP
About us
We control the entire product creation process and can advise and assist with the
initial ideas up to and including the provision of high-quality mass production
of, among others, fine stamping parts. Our tools are used by companies all
over the world to punch metal products and injection mold plastic products.
The markets in which we are mainly located are the automotive and connector
industry.
The ART Group invests a lot of time and money in research and innovation.
Together with large multinationals, we are looking daily for improvements
around the process.
The strength of the ART Group is the professionalism of a large multinational
and the personality of a family business. In November 2019, we built a new
production facility for ART-FPT (specialized in fine die cutting). We are very
proud of this!
Our coach
» Petronet Nieuwkoop – HR advisor
Our profile
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BUSINESS PARTNERS

DE MEEUW
About us
We live in a world that is changing at an an ever increasing speed. A world in
which we work differently.
That requires our living and working spaces to be different, to be flexible and
adaptable. Spaces that De Meeuw can offer you. We look further than the
number of square metres because that’s only a starting point.
Looking beyond the starting point, the right solution involves more than
just a building. It involves an interior that matches your vision. An optimal
environment for living, working or learning. The assurance that the building
will offer the right solution today. The assurance that when your needs change
the building will be capable of adapting to offer the right solution for the future
too.
De Meeuw considers using space to be more important than owning space.
We understand that each user has their own specific needs. De Meeuw makes
room for inspiration. For development. For the future.
We are De Meeuw. Building for the future.
Our coaches
» Bram van Rijt – Director of Projects
» Mark van de Ven – Head of Technology & Development
Our profile
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DB&P
About us
De Breed & Partners supports innovative businesses. Our main aim is to
finance innovation through the application and optimisation of finance and
funding opportunities. I.e. subsidies, credits, tax advantages (salary and
income taxation) for innovative companies. Besides, we have founded our own
investment fund called TechFund One and we match investors with innovative
entrepreneurs!
Our coaches
» Koen Ferket – Managing Director
» Farah-Addin Ajroud – Sales Consultant
» Maurits Bruin - Customer Relations Manager
Our profile

PROFCORE
About us
ProfCore has been helping process industry and logistics companies to
progress for over 35 years. In doing so, we always go to the very limits – and
beyond, where we can. Continuity and flexibility are critical success factors
for our clients. It’s vital that production keeps going, and being able to scale
up and down flexibly is crucial in keeping pace with the market. With our
outsourcing and secondment services, we help clients in a way that is the best
match for them.
Our coach
» Jenneke Voet – Manager Marketing & Communicatie
Our profile
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AMECHA
About us
Amecha specializes in design, construction and optimization of production
machines and equipment for the industry. Creativity and a proven flexible
working method have made Amecha grow steadily even in difficult times.
Amecha projects can contain building test and measurement setups,
developing tools and complete engineering and realization of assembly and
production lines. Our project engineers are experienced, practical machine
builders at university level with a broad knowledge in the field of mechanics,
electronics, software and mechatronics. We choose a blend of theory and
practice: our engineers not only design the most ideal mechatronic solution,
they are also closely involved in the realization, testing and commissioning of
the machinery. This way we get the job done and feasibility and efficiency are
already integrated into the design.
Our coach
» Rik Derkx – Mechanical Engineer
Our profile

THE POWERUP
COMPANY
About us
We help tech entrepreneurs building succesful businesses.
Our coach
» Miranda Nouwen – CEO/Founder
Our profile
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ALUMNI RELATIONS
AND UNIVERSITY
FUND EINDHOVEN
About us
The mission of Alumni relations and University Fund Eindhoven is to create
a sustainable future with our alumni and friends by means of innovative
technology as a result of education, research and development of talent.
Our coaches
» Niels Sopnel – Coach
» Thea Hazel-Stals – Change Leader
Our profile

PEZY GROUP
About us
Pezy Group started 25 years ago as a technical product developer and we
have grown into a full-service product development agency with a team of
specialists in design, engineering, electronics and industrialization. We are
a passionate team that works closely together from various locations in the
Netherlands. Together, we create clarity in complex problems, discover new
possibilities and help to realize innovative solutions for (plastic) products in
which technology, user and design go hand in hand.
Our coach
» Vincent van Tol – Group Leader
Our profile
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BIOCONNECTION
About us
BioConnection is a contract services and manufacturing organization for the
development and manufacturing of injectable (bio)pharmaceutical medicines.
From our FDA approved manufacturing site in Oss, the Netherlands we service
our customers. Besides our own facility we have access to various partners
across Europe to enable unmatched flexibility in solutions, capacity and
capability. The cornerstones of our Chemistry, Manufacturing and Controls
services are: Drug Product development, Fill and Finish, Freeze-drying and
Clinical Trial Material services.
Our coach
» Paul van Zutphen – Sr. Development Specialist
Our profile

STEDIN
About us
More than 2.2 million customers count on us every day and night. Because
energy is vital in the world we live in. The energy transition asks for huge
changes in our energysystem. If we put in the work, we will make sure the
future of energy will be as common as it is to us today.
Our profile
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PENTAIR HAFFMANS
About us
If you have an emissions target to reach, talk to Pentair.
Pentair supplies smart, sustainable solutions for companies with smart,
sustainable ambitions.
Globally, our Biogas Upgrading Solutions have helped municipal treatment
facilities, waste processors, food processing companies and farmers to lower
their carbon footprint and re-use natural resources while building sound and
sustainable practices.
As a market leader in membrane technology and with 75 years of experience
in CO2 equipment and recovery systems, we are there for you throughout the
complete life cycle of your system, from design to installation to operation and
maintenance, with global service hubs and dedicated technical support.
Let’s work together to tackle your carbon emissions target.
Our coaches
» Rodrigo Rivera – Technology Manager
» Jos Roodbeen - Project leader R&D technology
Our profile
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HOPPENBROUWERS
TECHNIEK
About us
From a one-man electrical engineering business to an all-round technical
service provider. In over one hundred years, Hoppenbrouwers Techniek
has grown into a star player in the technical field. Our 1500 employees and
thousands of customers each year underline this. The whole of the Netherlands
now knows us in the areas of electrical engineering, mechanical engineering,
industrial automation, security, sprinklers, renewable energy and technical
management.
Our coaches
» Corné de Meijer – Deputy Director
» Loet Pessers – Brand manager Industrial Automation
Our profile

TU/E INNOVATION
SPACE
About us
TU/e innovation Space is co-organizer of the TU/e Contest and the center
of expertise for challenge-based learning and student entrepreneurship at
TU/e, a learning hub for education innovation and an open community where
students, researchers, industry, and societal organizations can exchange
knowledge and develop responsible solutions to real world-challenges.
Our coaches
» Bart Koppelmans - EC Opportunity Scout
» Marlou Gielen - Student Assistant Entrepreneurial Learning
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FRENCKEN
About us
Who are we?
Frencken Mechatronics is an integrated technology solution provider. We
develop, manufacture and sustain key mechatronic systems, modules and
components for customers in high tech equipment manufacturing markets.
We take pride in creating innovative sustainable solutions with our customers.
We enable our customers to focus and excel in their core business, provide total
product life cycle management and access to our global centers of excellence
to accommodate a global market approach. In everything we do, we focus on
delivering the highest value to our customers.
Our coaches
» Floris van den Brink – Technology Architect
» Marcel Slot – Vice President Technology & Engineering
» Jan van den Brink – Director Engineering
Our profile
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CANON
About us
At Canon Production Printing Netherlands B.V. we develop and manufacture
high-tech printing products and workflow software for the commercial
printing market. The product range includes continuous -feed and cut-sheet
printers for high-volume printing and publishing, and large-format printers for
display graphics and CA/GIS applications. CPP is headquartered in Venlo, The
Netherlands.
The employees at this facility, where Canon’s high-speed production printers
are developed, are a cross-section of virtually all of the TU’s study programs.
So what do we offer you? High-level multidisciplinary teamwork on challenging
projects in a pleasant atmosphere.
You can specialize in your discipline, or become a generalist if you prefer.
Alternatively, you can diversify from R&D into manufacturing & logistics, or
marketing within the Business Unit. So the most important question for you
personally is: What do I actually want? Take the initiative and show people
what you want. The freedom to do that is one of the things that make CPP such
a great place to work.
Our coach
» Milou Geelen – Graduate Recruiter
Our profile
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STICHTING
STEUNFONDS
DUURZAAMHEID
About us
Stichting Steunfonds Duurzaamheid supports projects and initiatives based
on corporate responsibility. Education was and is important to our foundation.
We want to promote sustainability and a circular economy.
The above principles are used when selecting projects. We focus primarily
on the South-East Brabant region. The maximum contribution per project is €
15,000. In exceptional cases, the board may deviate from this. There is always
a one-off support for projects and initiatives, not an operating subsidy.
Our coaches
» Saartje Janssen – Voorzitter
» Jan Molenaar - Penningmeester
Our profile
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NOVARTIS
About us
Novartis is a globally operating pharmaceutical company. Our mission is to
discover innovative medicines that improve patients’ quality of life and extend
lifespan. Our strategy is to build a leading, focused medicines company
powered by advanced therapy platforms and data science. We have defined
five priorities to shape our future and help us continue to create value for
our company, our shareholders and society. 1. Unleash the power of our
people. We are transforming our culture to ensure people can fully apply their
talent and energy. We’re creating an organization where people are inspired,
curious and unbossed. 2. Deliver transformative innovation. In our pursuit
of transformative treatments, we challenge medical paradigms and explore
possibilities to cure disease, intervene earlier in chronic illnesses, and find
ways to dramatically improve quality of life.
Our coaches
» Henrike Hartemink – Chief Financial Officer Netherlands
» Mark van Hattum – Healthcare Relations Oncology
» Natasha van der Gaag – Chief Happiness Officer
» Roosmarijn Rodenburg – Productmanager
» Astrid Timmerhuis – Medical Science Liaison
» Hidde Douna – Medical Development Manager
Our profile
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SUPPORTING PARTNERS

KADANS
Our profile

MIKROCENTRUM
Our profile

DAMEN SHIPYARDS
Our profile

PHARMING GROUP
Our profile
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WHAT’S NEXT?
From Dream to Demo to Impact! What’s next for aspiring entrepreneurs and
impact makers?
Build Your Business
If you want to continue with your project/business idea, you can consider
joining TU/e innovation Space! You will meet like-minded student fellows, who
are further ahead in their entrepreneurial journey and who will be happy to
share their knowledge and experience with you! Besides that, you will also
be able to use innovation Space prototyping facilities, get a lot of hands-on
support, advice on your idea as well as participate in special workshops/
events organized by TU/e innovation Space and the Gate, that will help
accelerate your business ambitions. If you are interested to know more about
joining innovation Space, please contact us by innovationspace@tue.nl.
Build Your Student Team
At TU/e innovation Space we host about 52 student teams who work hard to
tackle challenges in the field of sustainability, artificial intelligence, health,
renewable energy, etc. If you want to be a part of a vibrant TU/e innovation
Space community and meet other student teams, expand your personal &
professional network, participate in special events organized for student
teams, you are more than welcome to join a student team at TU/e innovation
Space! If you are interested to know more or have any questions, please feel
free to contact us by innovationspace@tue.nl.
Join the Sprint Days
Besides building a business or a student team we have some interesting
opportunities to offer you after the summer. Together with several partners
of the TU/e Contest, like ASML, Ministerie van Defensie, Vokkerwessels and
Medtronic, we will be organising several Sprint Days. A Sprint Day is hosted at
the partners office or headquarters and will provide you with the opportunity
to solve a challenge that the company is currently facing together with several
other students. It is a great chance to show your skills and knowledge and
put it into practice. If you are interested to receive more information about
the Sprint Days and have the possibility to get invited to them, please email
info@tuecontest.nl to inform the organization. All students of the TU/e are
invited to join.
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What’s next for partners?
TU/e innovation Space is bustling. It is a coming and going of students,
academic staff, people from business and societal organizations. It has grown
into a hotspot in Brainport Eindhoven, the place where science meets society,
where the next generation of engineers is working on solving the world’s
grand challenges. You see it, and you feel it when you’re walking through the
corridors here. We are making sure that research results actually get a place in
the society and get translated into business. Your business?
There is no lack of activity in TU/e innovation Space. Yearly some 2800
students follow a course at innovation Space and another ~700 participate
as a member of one of the more than 50 TU/e Student Teams. Student Teams
are multi-year student organizations where participants challenge themselves
to tackle complex societal issues by directly developing or by facilitating the
development of technology-based innovation. Aside of achieving industryleading technology demonstrations (e.g., SOLID iron fuel demonstration at
Swinkels) and spinning out into high-venture ventures (e.g., Lightyear, ELEO,
and Aristotle), the Student Team program leads to hundreds of students
gaining profound educational and self-developmental experiences every year.
We believe that engineers of the future will make the difference not with what
they know. In the 21st century, information is everywhere and easy to find via
Google and other databases. So, what will make the difference? Execution! At
TU/e innovation Space we provide a safe environment for the next generation
of engineers to grow the skills, experience, attitude and network that will
help them to go from dream to demo to impact. We would love to extend our
partnership with you and your company beyond the TU/e Contest, for example
with you as challenge owner, coach for student projects, or workshop provider.
Together we can make this happen and grow our ecosystem where Technology
& Talent meet Business to create Impact together.
TU/e innovation Space is the center of expertise for challenge-based learning
and student entrepreneurship at TU/e, a learning hub for education innovation
and an open community where students, researchers, industry, and societal
organizations can exchange knowledge and develop responsible solutions
to real world-challenges. Check out what TU/e innovation Space can offer
you! Contact business.innospace@tue.nl to get in touch with our business
collaboration cluster or visit www.tue.nl/innovationspace.
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